AAACF Washtenaw County HEALTHY &
FUlFilling AGING SYSTEMS Research Report
2020 Analysis of the Local Senior Ecosystem & Opportunities

To document and analyze the daily lived experiences of older adults in Washtenaw County and the
systems intended to support healthy aging, the Ann Arbor Area Community Foundation (AAACF)
commissioned the AAACF Washtenaw County Healthy & Fulfilling Aging Research Report, the first research
of its kind to establish an independent and objective understanding of what healthy aging could be in
Washtenaw County and how to improve the quality of life for all local seniors. AAACF contracted Root
Cause of Cambridge, Massachusetts, to map existing programs and services using both quantitative and
qualitative expertise to produce a comprehensive analysis of Washtenaw County’s current senior
demographics, documentation of the lived experiences of older adults, and how to improve the senior
ecosystem.

R ES EA RCH SYNOPSIS

AAACF Washtenaw County Healthy & Fulfilling Aging Systems Research
Report: 2020 Analysis of the Local Senior Ecosystem & Opportunities
New Research to Advance a More Just Approach to Growing Older
Since 1963, the Ann Arbor Area Community Foundation (AAACF) has provided community capital to
Washtenaw County, distributing proceeds from endowed funds made possible by 15,000 donors.
Providing support for local older adults has been a focus area of AAACF since the establishment of
The Anna Botsford Bach Fund for Seniors in 2003, which built upon the Phoebe Davis and Oscar Reimold
funds. The addition of the Glacier Hills Legacy Fund in 2018 transformed the impact of funding for
vulnerable seniors in Washtenaw County and their caregivers.

The Impact of Older Adults in Washtenaw County
As the largest grantmaker for older adult needs among Michigan’s 60 community foundations, AAACF sought to better understand the current status of
local seniors and the systems designed to serve them, as well as to identify
opportunities to promote a more just aging “ecosystem”: the spectrum of
private and public resources to support healthy and fulfilling lives of seniors.

By 2040, the number
of Washtenaw County
seniors in poverty will
more than double to
approximately
9,000 as the senior
refugee population
annually increases by
nearly 3%.

To document and analyze the daily lived experiences of older adults in
Washtenaw County and existing services to support healthy aging, AAACF
commissioned the AAACF Washtenaw County Healthy & Fulfilling Aging Systems
Research Report, the first research of its kind to establish an independent
and objective understanding of the local ecosystem for seniors. AAACF
contracted Root Cause to conduct a broad analysis of the county using both
quantitative and qualitative methods.

The comprehensive research project began in November 2019 with a thorough analysis of demographics for the older adult population in Washtenaw
County. Interviews with more than 70 local older adults from all walks of
life then yielded significant insights to complement the quantitative data
and service mapping. In addition to the interviews, researchers
conducted focus groups and trained older adults to conduct
interviews with other older adults in their own communities and
to act as photo/video journalists capturing daily lives digitally.
This research report summary provides (1) a concise demographic snapshot of the local senior population and (2) firsthand
perspectives from older adults (70+ interviews plus focus groups)
about their experiences aging in Washtenaw County. It concludes
with recommendations for action and partnership.

Life for everyone in 2040 will be shaped
by our response now toward aging.
The county must prepare to fully and
justly support all seniors to have healthy
and fulfilling lives as older adults.
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Contextual Background

Throughout the research project, AAACF and Root Cause consulted with a local working group comprising representatives from governmental agencies, foundations, nonprofit service providers, and community members
experienced in working with older adults and accessing systems. In keeping with its mission to serve the entire
community and foster collaborations, AAACF intentionally sought diversity of perspectives and representation in every aspect of the research project.
Research Report Working Group Participant Representatives
Aging for Life
Chelsea Senior Services
Glacier Hills Legacy Fund
Jewish Family Services
Michigan Health
Endowment Fund
Washtenaw County Office
of Community & Economic
Development

United Way of
Washtenaw County

This is such
a massive
opportunity.
We have great
momentum and
I hope we don’t
lose that.”

Washtenaw County
Health Department
Washtenaw Health Initiative’s
Senior Services Work Group
Community members
experienced in working with
older adults and accessing
systems

—Working group
member

SNAPSHOT: Demographics of Older Adults in Washtenaw County*
Of Washtenaw County’s estimated 371,000 residents, more than 72,000 (20%) are 60 years or older.
The majority are White, with 15% identifying as people of color.

AGE
DISTRIBUTION
OF OLDER
ADULTS IN
WASHTENAW
COUNTY

Ages 60-64 [28.3%]

Ages 65-69 [24.1%]

Ages 70-74 [19.7%]

Ages 75-79 [12.7%]

Ages 80-84 [7%] Ages 85+ [8.2%]

Because 79% of adults 65+ locally are not employed, understanding their annual income is critical.

HOUSEHOLD INCOME
SOURCES IN PAST
12 MONTHS, 65+
YEAR OLD LED
HOUSEHOLDS

Social security

90%
$24,026

Retirement

56.8%
$30,750

Earnings

Food Stamp /
SNAP
Benefits

41%
$71,410

6.1%
N/A

Supplemental
Security

4.6%
$11,728

Cash Public
Assistance

1.6%
$1,684

% Households
Mean income $

* The full report contains more comprehensive demographic data.
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A primary cost for seniors is housing. Adults 65+ account for 30,000 total housing units locally. While most older
adults in Washtenaw County own their homes, more than one quarter may have trouble paying for heat.

HOUSING COST BURDEN, HOUSEHOLDS 65+ YEARS OLD

% Housing cost-burdened
(>30% household income spent on housing costs)
Median $ housing costs

Renter occupied

18%
5,413

Renter occupied

53.3% (rent)
$867

Owner occupied

82%
24,514

Owner occupied

26.5% (select monthly owner costs)
$1,547 (with a mortgage)
$670 (without a mortgage)

% Housing units
# Housing units

Other Important Demographic Consideration of Local Adults 65+
Differing Abilities
Of the 50,000 local adults 65+ who are not institutionalized, more than one in four (29%) have a disability.

TOTAL Seniors

Seniors with a Disability

TOTAL

Ages 65-74

Ages 75+

TOTAL

Ages 65-74

Ages 75+

50,706

31,161

19,545

28.6%
15,154

21.6%
6,745

43%
8,409

Ambulatory
TOTAL
18.5%
9,393

Ages 65-74
13.3%
4,146

Ages 75+
26.8%
5,247

Hearing
TOTAL
13.7%
6,930

Cognitive
TOTAL
6.7%
3,407
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Ages 65-74
3.5%
1,079

Ages 75+
11.9%
2,328

Ages 65-74
8.3%
2,574

Independent Living
Ages 75+
22.3%
4,356

TOTAL
12.2%
6,208

Self-Care
TOTAL
6.9%
3,509

Ages 65-74
4.6%
1,434

Ages 75+
10.6%
2,075

Ages 65-74
6.9%
2,163

Ages 75+
20.7%
4,045

Vision
TOTAL
3.4%
1,712

Ages 65-74
1.9%
577

Ages 75+
5.8%
1,135
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Differing Abilities (continued)

Language

10% speak a language other than English. 5% are challenged
in speaking English.

Veteran Status

15% of all seniors are U.S. military veterans.

Caregiving Role

3% live with their grandchildren, and 1% of seniors serve as
caregivers.

Solo Households

44% live alone. The Washtenaw County Older Adults 60+
Survey results say “living alone does not seem to be a
significant indicator of lower quality of life.”

Geographic
Disparities

Those near the urban areas of Ann Arbor and Ypsilanti, along
with the northern border and southwest corner of the county,
have greater economic security. Two zip codes, 48197 and
49198, are typically highlighted when viewing Washtenaw’s
“vulnerable” older adults.

The Demographic Data Reveals:
Service accessibility, availability, and
quality can differ for older adults
based on geographic location, race,
class, socioeconomic status, and other
characteristics.

Healthy and fulfilling aging requires an
interconnected web of services that accounts
for these differences.
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Older Adults’ Views on Aging in Washtenaw County
To build upon the demographic analysis and to understand how older adults access and use available programs/
services, any challenges they have encountered, and how their aging experiences could be improved, the
research study included 71 interviews as well as focus groups with Washtenaw County seniors about their
aging experiences (before and during the pandemic), conducted by phone and via Zoom.
Root Cause researchers conducted 32 interviews and focus groups and then trained Community Research Partners—older adults in Washtenaw County—to conduct 39 more interviews. These older adult researchers were
paid for their services and some also acted as photo/video journalists to capture their daily lives digitally.

Snapshot: Demographics of the Interview Population

21%

LOW
INCOME

28%

[33%]

Chelsea

18%

Ann Arbor
1%

Sharon Township

Ypsilanti

7%
1%

PLACE OF
RESIDENCE

7%

Pittsfield
Township

Ypsilanti Township
1%

1%

DISABLED

Willis

Saline

Manchester

[14%]

6%

UNKNOWN

7%

Milan

White [78.5%]

50s [4%]

Male
[25.7%]

80s [20%]
60s [19%]

AGE

90s [1%]
Unknown
[7%]

Black [16.9%]

RACE

GENDER
Asian [3.1%]

70s [48%]
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Other/
Unknown [1.5%]

Female
[74.3%]
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Most Common Barriers to Healthy and Fulfilling Aging
From 70+ interviews and focus groups with older adults from all walks of life across Washtenaw County,
four areas were repeatedly cited as the most common barriers to healthy and fulfilling aging:
Housing, Transportation, Social Connection, and Technology and Access to Information/Services.

Housing

For homeowners, maintaining one’s home (yard work, repairs, etc.)
becomes a challenge with increasingly restricted physical mobility and
income in older adulthood. Many wish to downsize, but find Washtenaw
County (particularly Ann Arbor) cost prohibitive. For renters, affordable,
senior-friendly apartments are difficult to find in Washtenaw County.
Rent makes up a significant percentage of the monthly budget. Across
economic brackets, many respondents cited lack of affordable, seniorfriendly housing options in Washtenaw County, as well as the need for
a central resource for affordable, vetted housing services, including
repair contractors, real estate brokers, affordable housing programs,
etc. Respondents cited a desire to “live in my own home for as long as I
can” and avoid being confined to a nursing home.

Transportation

Many residents expressed that getting around without a car is very difficult in Washtenaw County. Older adults who cannot drive anymore, or who
cannot afford car payments/maintenance, are made especially vulnerable
by a lack of public transportation options in the county. One major theme
that emerged was that of transportation as a connector. Many people
rely on transportation to access healthcare, food, social activities, jobs,
etc. There is a strong need for a coordinated transportation system in
the county, which offers door-to-door and affordable options for older
adult residents. Many public transportation options have been shuttered
during the pandemic, including A-Ride and bus routes, isolating older
adults in their homes. Subsidized cab options like A-Ride cannot be used
for entertainment or leisure activities, or to take advantage of senior
discounts offered at local establishments. Other private cabs such as Uber
or Lyft have a limited range within the county and are expensive.

Social
Connection

Older adults overwhelmingly spoke of the negative impact of social
isolation during the pandemic on their mental and emotional well-being.
Many are trying to stay connected through phone calls and Zoom calls
with friends and family. Senior centers play a significant role in many
respondents’ social lives, serving as a central place for social and
physical activity pre-pandemic, and helping to connect older adults to
resources and virtual community during Covid-19. However, the type and
quality of programming and services can vary among senior centers.
Some older respondents expressed that their local senior centers are
“geared towards the 70-75 crowd,” with limited options for adults over 80.
Increasingly, access to high-speed internet and comfort with using a
computer are critical to socialization during the pandemic. In pre- and
post-pandemic times, built-in spaces near housing, such as parks or
community rooms, can also encourage natural socialization.
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Most Common Barriers to Healthy and Fulfilling Aging (continued)

Technology
and Access to
Information/
Services

Technology: Overwhelmingly, older adult respondents reported using
technology to adapt during the pandemic, utilizing video calling, online
grocery delivery, telehealth, and other online platforms, many for the first
time. Many senior centers, faith organizations, and community groups
have taken social activities online; our respondents reported using Zoom
to play cards, take classes, connect with family, and participate in civic
meetings, among other activities. However, some older adults also cited
barriers in accessing the internet and troubleshooting their devices.
Many of our interviewees who are struggling economically use only their
smartphone for all of their tech and online connectivity needs, which is
remarkably sufficient in most cases. These interviewees did not have
access to either a computer (laptop or desktop) or wifi/ broadband. However, some remarked on the slow speed or data limits of their wireless
plan data connection as limiting their ability to share photos/video or use
video chat platforms.
Access to Information/Services: A significant number of respondents
reported that information on services and resources for older adults is
difficult to find, and that “you need to know where to look.” Many cited the
need for a centralized agency to help people plan for older adulthood,
find resources, navigate health and financial benefits, and access reliable information. Several respondents also reported not knowing what
to believe during the pandemic, citing conflicting and confusing media
reports about Covid-19. Many older adults interviewed reported getting
their news from a single media source, usually television. Some reported
a mix of sources, including online and print media, as well as television.
Those older adults who are connected to senior centers or programs
(such as Washtenaw County’s Foster Grandparents Program) lauded
those entities for calling to provide reliable information about pandemic safety and resources such as meal delivery programs.

Another consistent theme across interviewees was the notion that older adults do not have
sufficient political or economic power to positively influence aging systems. Despite high
levels of civic and political engagement, seniors stressed the need for new, better, and
expanded program interventions (e.g., better transportation or senior center availability) as
a potential objective of greater advocacy for an aging population.
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Recommendations for Action

In reviewing the demographic and qualitative data, working
group members agreed that healthy aging has traditionally
been defined with an emphasis on health, such as minimizing
the risk of disease and disability, effectively managing chronic
conditions, and maintaining a high level of physical and
mental functioning. Based on the report, Aging with Health
& Fulfillment must also encompass economic security,
affordable housing, transportation, food security and
nutrition, social connections to one’s community, a sense of
purpose, and access to all needed programs.

I’m glad you are
doing this [research]
and somebody cares
about how seniors
are doing.”

It is also essential to promote “Aging Justice,” viewing older
adults as community assets, valuing seniors as a priority, and
ensuring a healthy & fulfilling aging experience regardless of
class, race, or gender. The opportunity to reach this “high bar”
is illustrated below.

THE (HIGH) BAR FOR HEALTHY & FULFILLING AGING
Aging-Related Transitions (Health, Finances, Family/Relationships, Independence)
AGE 55

60

65

70

• Social Connection

75

• Economic
Security

85

• Health & Wellness
• Sense of Purpose

CLASS,
RACE,
GENDER

80

90

95

100+

• Ages-Friendliness & Narrative
GAP

• Affordable Housing
(ages-friendliness, downsizing)
• Transportation (can’t drive)

• Affordable
Housing
(% of budget)

GAP

• Transportation
(no car)
• Food Security & Nutrition
• Access to Programs

AGING JUSTICE =
CLOSING THE GAPS
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Based on the review of Washtenaw County’s demographics and learnings from interviews with local older
adults, the following actions are recommended:

Action Strategy for Impact

Intended Results for Community Transformation

1

Solidify a more
robust field around
Healthy & Fulfilling
Aging and Aging
Justice

A cross-sector, collaborative stakeholder group serves as
an anchor to develop and own a county-wide aging strategy,
expand partnerships and solidarity with other groups, spread
an aging justice lens across other fields, and promote agesfriendly practices.

2

Champion older
adult capacity to
influence systems
change

Older adults are empowered and organized to expand civic
engagement, generate new leaders, and work in solidarity
with allies, in order to build political and economic power that
drives improvements to aging systems.

3

Shift mindsets to
prioritize aging,
older adults, and
systems change

Key stakeholders value older adults as a priority stakeholder
group for engagement and investment, and understand and
prioritize systems change as a strategy to support healthy &
fulfilling aging and aging justice.

4

Advance targeted
solutions in
priority aging
areas

Systemic and programmatic solutions are defined, prioritized,
and make implementation progress in the prioritized aging
areas of transportation, housing, community connections, and
equitable access, which also generate data and inform policy.
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AAACF is committed to advancing these strategic actions—through funding
and collaborative partnerships—to create a more equitable ecosystem for
healthy and fulfilling aging in Washtenaw County.
Funding for older adults has not been a priority area of focus for philanthropy in general—despite the
certainty of aging for all. With our significant funds for seniors, AAACF has embraced our ability to
convene groups across sectors and to encourage a collaborative approach toward serving older adults
and their caregivers. We look forward to working with individuals and organizations across the sectors
and across the county to seize the opportunity we all have to shape a more just present and future for
seniors.

Beyond creatively granting funds and catalyzing resources, AAACF is
urging a more just approach to aging. We want to help shift the mindset
around growing older from focusing on declining abilities to celebrating
the continuation of lives well lived and promoting the contributions seniors
make to our community.
Our county’s future will be shaped by our current response toward
an aging population. Together, we can fully and justly support all
seniors to have healthy and fulfilling lives that enrich our entire
community.
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The mission of the Glacier Hills Legacy Fund is to benefit senior adults in Washtenaw
County—especially those at-risk and with low incomes—in perpetuity. Through this fund,
AAACF directs more than $650,000 annually toward senior initiatives in Washtenaw County.

301 North Main St., Suite 300, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104

734.663.0401 | info@aaacf.org | aaacf.org

